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This booklet is meant to be a guide to help 

you not just dream about how you will 

retire, but how to have a dream retirement. 

Since “Retirement” is the Holy Grail or 

reward for working a life time, it should be 

one that provides the “Lifestyle” you’ve 

imagined. But the fact is, that is not always 

the case. So, what we are going to focus on 

is what can be done to create your dream 

retirement and reduce and or eliminate the 

5 Fears of retirement and have the 

“Lifestyle” you envision 

 

The Kendell Financial Group is in partnership with 

Cornerstone Financial.. We focus on de-

accumulation. What does that mean? Many of you 

may have financial planners who provide advice on 

how to invest and increase your investments. Well, 

at some point the other goal will be to maintain 

your hard earned investment or nest egg for 

retirement. This is done by minimizing or 

eliminating the potential for loss, while still having 

secure upside potential for growth. That is the best 

of both worlds. Safe money growth. Pretty cool, I 

think. This is what you will learn during today’s 

discussion.

The rule of thumb for retirement is having a 

predictable system for a predictable outcome. The 

other key retirement goals are:

Retire with 100% of your work income

The 5 Fears of Retirement

About us

InsightIntroduction

  

Guaranteed Life Time Income

Safe From Negative Market Changes

Income as Tax Free as Possible

NOTE: 56% of people 
approaching retirement have less 
then $17,000 in savings, and 
even more alarming is that 1 in 3 
Americans have “0” savings.



How it use to be!

So retirement funding 

has changed over the 

years. There was a 

time when you could 

work for thirty years 

at the same job and 

then retire with your 

golden watch and a 

pension. That pension 

represented a 

significant portion of 

your overall 

retirement funds. Take 

a look at Figure 1 and 

Figure 2.

How Has 
Retirement 
Changed

55%

35%

10%

55% Mostly Funded by Social Security

10% Minimul personal savings necessary

35% Employers offered significant Pensions



How it is today!

As you can see, since 

employers have 

reduced their 

participation in your 

retirement planning, 

it’s up to you to make 

good decisions on how 

you save and protect 

your hard earned 

money into 

retirement. So let’s 

look at the forms of 

savings..

How Has 
Retirement 
Change

53%

8%

39%

53% Mostly Funded by Social Security

39% Minimul personal savings necessary

8% Employers offered significant Pensions



10% RETIREMENT 401K SAVINGS

5% Matching Funds

Inheritance.

DEFERRED MONEY

WAGES

   TAXED MONEY

ROTH IRA

7702 Program

 TAX FREE MONEY

FREE MONEY

Note: As of 2017, only 16 percent of 
Fortune 500 companies offered a 
traditionally defined benefit pension 
plan to its new hires, according to a 
Willis Towers Watson report. This is a 
dramatic drop from the 59 percent of 
that same group of employers that 
offered pensions in 1998. 
Source: GoBankingratee



Fear #1 Outliving Your Money

• For a 65 year old 

couple, 50% chance 

that one of them will 

live to age 92

• 25% chance that 

one will live to 97

• Number of 

people living to age 90 

has tripled from 1980 

to 2010

.

Living Longer



This is dealing with the ebbs and flow of the stock market and its effect on your 401k and 

or IRA retirement account. Well since 1990 to 2000 the market rose and fell 22 times by 3%. 

From 2000-2010 it was 102 times. What impact do you think that could have when you 

decide to retire? In this scenario, timing is everything. This chart of Mr. Smith and Ms. 

Jones on the previous page is based on 60% invested in stocks and 40% in bonds. But as 

you can see by the chart the ebbs and flow of the stock market is out of your control. 

Here you can see how someone retiring in 1969 withdrawing $5000 yearly runs out of 

money by the time they turn 85. Remember what we said about longevity. If you live pass 

85 you run out of money. Let’s look at the other scenario on the person that waited 10 

years to start withdrawing money in 1979 at $5,000 annually. It lasted to age 95 and still 

had a value of $591,000 to pass on to their beneficiaries. The question, is where do you 

want to be? Once again, remember those numbers you wrote down- 4% and 2.8%. This 

illustration is taking close to 5% yearly. You can see how the sequence of returns or the 

ups and downs of the stock market can throw a wrench into your retirement plan. So, 

what to do?

.

Sequence of Returns
MARKET 
CHANGES!



Mortality credits mean the income amount grows the longer you wait (like Social 

Security)

Client can elect to convert Benefit Base into lifetime income (individual or joint)

For example, a 60 year old male, deposits $100,000 into a program activates annual 

income at age 70:

EXAMPLE

SOLUTION #1

As you can see, it’s 

possible to outlive you 

money. Then what? 

There are solutions! 

One of the best ways 

to eliminate this fear 

is to create life time 

income. 

Solutions!

Joint Payout 
$7650

Now, let’s say you wanted to start taking withdrawals at 
the age of 69 as indicated on the chart. Well, you can see a 
lifetime payout for an individual, meaning without a 
spouse connected to the plan, you would receive $8500 or 
5% of your benefit base or $7650 if filed as a joint account, 
meaning with your spouse. The joint account simply means 
that in case of death of a spouse, the surviving spouse 
would continue to receive the income for their lifetime. 



As you can see, the national average for long term care is expensive to say the 

least at $73,000. You can see to cut that cost in almost half you may have to 

move to Texas! 

Fear# 2 Health and Long Term

The cost of long-term 

care is monstrous, and 

depending where you 

live in the country can 

impact your ability to 

sustain your life style. 

.

Your Health



Fear# 2 Health and Long Term

The cost of long-term 

care is monstrous, and 

depending where you 

live in the country can 

impact your ability to 

sustain your life style. 

.

SOLUTIOIN 2

Establish an insurance program that has “Living Benefits”. Living benefits allow 
you to access funds from a program once you cannot fulfill two of your daily 
living activities. 

This is really important here. In the event you could not perform two of your 
daily activities, such as bathing, continence, dressing, toileting, eating, and 
transferring (walking) If your payment was for a individual at $8,500 the amount 
and with a doctor verification the payment is increases by 50% to $12,750 for life.

If you have a joint account at $7,650, it’s increase by 25% to $9,562 for life, 
meaning the surviving spouse would continue to receive the income for life. Now, 
let’s not confuse this with Long term care. But ask yourself, will your old 401K, 
CD or IRA do that for you. The answer is no. Because when that money runs out, 
it’s done. Now What? Anyway, you can see the clear advantages to a solution 
like this. But let’s move on, there’s more! 



Fear# 3 Outpacing Inflation

A $20 purchase in 

1982 now costs 

$49.21 – a 146% 

increase!e. .

MONEY 
MATTERS! Inflation is one of those elements not spoken about nor understood in 

many cases. Particularly in terms of its impact on your retirement savings 
and or losses if your money is in the stock market. Let’s look at how over 
time money can devalue, potentially leaving you with less, even though you 
have more. Check out the example below.



Fear# 3 Outpacing Inflation

A 7% guaranteed 

rate . .

SOLUTION

As you can see in the chart above. This program offers a 7% increase on 
your money over an eight year period outpacing inflation of 3% by roughly 
$31,000 dollars. That’s a guaranteed rate of return. Which side of the chart 
would you rather be on? 



Fear #4 Negative Returns

When will the next 

recession hit? 

How old will you 

be?

How much can you 

afford to lose in 

retirement?

.

MARKET LOSES



Fear #4 Negative Returns

Index program: they 

allow you to 

participate in 

market growth, but 

not participate in 

market losses. See 

figure.

.

SOLUTION



Fear #5 Taxes and Leaving a Legacy

One of the biggest 

interlopers to your 

financial future is 

“Uncle Sam/Taxes”. As 

a matter of course you 

should be mindful of 

how taxes can affect 

you in the future. 

Let’s look at our 

national debt as a 

point of reverence:

UNCLE SAM 
WANTS YOUR 
MONEY!

THE QUESTION- DO YOU THINK TAXES WILL BE MORE OR 
LESS IN THE FUTURE?Source: https://www.usdebtclock.org/

National Debt Calculator

Real National Debt is $61,173,829,000,000.002
What’s the difference between the “Real” and “Official”? 
Your share of the real US debt is: $200,000.002



Hypothetical Tax Savings

Example:

Using a 45 year old 

Male, saving 

$12k/year, Preferred 

NT, paying until age 

70 @ 25% Tax Bracket

ASSUPMTIONS
Assume he lives till 85 and draws out $84,419 a year (tax free) for a total of 
$1.26M. His tax burden, if this income came from any other taxable source, would 
be $316,573!

   7702



Hypothetical Tax Savings

Example:

Using a 45 year old 

Male, saving 

$12k/year, Preferred 

NT, paying until age 

70 @ 25% Tax Bracket

ASSUPMTIONS A 7702 allows the owner to allocate cash value amounts to either a fixed account 
or an equity index account. Policies offer a selection of well-known indexes such 
as the S&P 500 or the Nasdaq 100. 7702 policies are more volatile than fixed ULs, 
but less risky than variable universal life policies because no money is actually 
invested in equity positions.
7702 programs provide tax-deferred cash accumulation for retirement while 
maintaining a death benefit. People who need permanent life insurance 
protection but wish to take advantage of possible cash accumulation via an 
equity index might use IULs as key person insurance for business owners, 
premium financing plans or estate-planning vehicles.

   7702



Legacy

Children

Final Expense

Charity

Church

College.

.

Grand Children

88% of surveyed clients age 65 said leaving something to their beneficiaries (including church & charity) was of 
importance. Is leaving a legacy important to you? How much to you want to leave? Whom will it go to?



GET YOUR COMPLEMENTARY 
COMPREHENSIVE GAP ANALYSIS

LThe Caronavirus has affected world 

markets. As a result your 401K, IRA, FERS, 

TSP and Mutual Funds have all taken a hit. 

This "COMPLEMTARY" Retirement Income 

Gap Analysis will show you what you can 

expect to have in terms of income at 

retiirement. Will there be a shortfall , or 

will you be on target?

COMPLEMENTARY

Contact us now, at:

.

Richard E. Groves Jr
(973) 687-1084
email: r.groves@tkfgrp.com

100  Passaic Ave, Fairfield, NJ  07004
Suite 110


